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Legal Services Act Update



Welcome to the Winter 2015 edition of our Legal Services Act Update, an e-update detailing recent press coverage of how the professional services community and regulatory bodies are responding to the major changes facilitated by the Legal Services Act 2007. This issue highlights both business innovation and regulatory challenges and reactions in the years since The Legal Services Act came into force. As ever we welcome your feedback. Best regards, Clare Rodway Managing Director 0207 323 3230 [email protected]
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Legal Services Act update – January 2015 Alternative business structures come in all shapes and sizes, and the most recent licences granted by the Solicitors Regulation Authority provide a vivid illustration of their variety.



FITS MANY BUT NOT ALL We knew about one-man law firms converting to ABSs and about large personal injury groups choosing that model to provide end-to-end services. While few of the top 50 firms are going down this route, insurance specialist Kennedys is now among them, its insurance law rival Parabis having paved the way. One of the options this opens up is the creation of joint ventures with non-legal services providers, which some commentators believe is a halfway-house strategy – although not necessarily a bad one. ABS structures can also benefit high street firms looking for new business models in a changed market. Perhaps more unexpected was the decision by Buckinghamshire County Council to set up its own ABS, Buckinghamshire Law Plus, the first such move by a local authority. Accountants have also spotted the opportunities that the new structure offers. After PwC and KPMG, EY is the latest of the Big Four to unveil plans for expansion into legal services via the ABS model. But while the larger firms are focusing on corporate clients, should solicitors be worried about smaller accountancy firms being allowed to venture into non-contentious probate? Not necessarily.



BUSINESS MINDSET The growing popularity of ABSs, however, is unlikely to signal the demise of traditional partnerships. Often derided as a bar to much-needed innovation, the partnership model could offer the best of both worlds, reconciling personal touch with a business mindset. For proponents of the ABS model, it is that business mindset that they are hoping to introduce into a traditionally conservative sector. Already, features such as profit-sharing incentive schemes are being implemented. Simpson Millar have done so and even smaller outfits, such as the ABS set up by solicitor-turned-barrister David Hassall, are embracing the so-called ‘John Lewis’ approach.



REGULATION IN ACTION But it’s not all good news on the ABS front. At the end of last year the SRA, for the first time, closed down an ABS, Sai-Donne Limited, for suspected dishonesty on the part of its manager. Alongside its enforcement activity, the SRA has also continued to consider possible changes to the



regulatory framework. Its latest proposal to amend the scope of the ‘separate business’ rule would level the playing field between traditional law firms and new entrants. Meanwhile, the SRA’s push for full independence from the Law Society was echoed by similar calls at the Bar, with Baroness Deech arguing that the concept of ‘approved regulator’ should be abolished.



Kennedys converts to ABS Top 50 firm Kennedys has become an alternative business structure (ABS), allowing its nonsolicitor partners to remain in the partnership when legal disciplinary partnerships (LDPs) become obsolete later this year. The first top 50 first to convert to an ABS was Parabis, in August 2012. The insurance firm, which has been an LDP since 2009, was licensed by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) as an ABS on 3 November 2014. Its partnership currently includes two chartered legal executives and two non-lawyers. Chief executive office Guy Stobart, who stepped down the following day, said the new structure would make it easier for the firm to set up satellite joint ventures in order to provide auxiliary services to its core client base. “It’s also easier to get funding for a separate JV and easier for parties to exit”, he told The Lawyer. Stobart was similarly quoted in Legal Business, saying that “becoming an ABS would also throw up potential new business ventures, in particular, allowing the firm to partner with non-lawyer services.” The firm, which posted a 10 per cent increase in turnover last year, is one of a small group of top 50 practices to have opted for ABS status. Source: The Lawyer, 3 November 2014 http://www.thelawyer.com/analysis/the-lawyermanagement/abs-news-and-analysis/kennedys-becomes-latest-top-50-firm-to-gain-abslicence/3027882.article; Legal Business, 3 November 2014 http://www.legalbusiness.co.uk/index.php/lb-blog-view/3172-abs-latest-kennedys-wins-licence-tomaintain-non-lawyer-partners



Joint ventures with non-legal services providers ‘a halfway house’ Solicitors need to think more laterally when offering bundled services, but one of the obstacles in the way is the regulatory framework, which can even result in dual regulation if financial services are involved. This, according to Ian Muirhead, is the reason why solicitors looking to expand into financial advice still resort to the halfway-house solution of setting up a joint venture. JVs can be set up



quickly and with minimal cost, but because what is being created is a financial adviser business in which the solicitors have a shareholding, it is also regulated as an IFA. Muirhead points out a few pitfalls. Solicitors must make sure that their JV partners are commercially on the same wavelength. There are also compliance issues: solicitors must not breach the SRA’s ‘separate business’ rules. And while the name of the JV can be similar to their firm’s name, they must make clear to the client that the JV falls under a different regulatory regime and they must avoid conflicts of interest. For the time being however, such JVs offer solicitors a business planning framework and allow them to provide a wider range of services on a holistic basis. Source: Solicitors Journal, 2 December 2014 http://www.solicitorsjournal.com/management/business-development/joint-ventures-halfwayhouse-abss



ABS as a strategic answer to firms’ financial woes Converting to an alternative business structure could be a sound strategic move for many firms still looking for a long-term viable model, according to legal business adviser Viv Williams. “The opportunity for smaller regional firms to become ABSs and work with an accountant, estate agent, independent financial adviser or barrister should not be ignored, both as a solution to any working capital requirement and as a new way of generating business,” Williams says in his regular column for Solicitors Journal. Williams argues that while early adopters are now facing new challenges, the ABS structure could help traditional firms resolve a number of endemic issues and foster a more business-like approach that will help them grow in the current competitive environment. Source: Solicitors Journal, 9 December 2014 http://www.solicitorsjournal.com/management/business-development/time-reflection-or-timeaction



Buckinghamshire County Council to generate £400,000 for local authority Buckinghamshire County Council, the first local authority to set up an alternative business structure in early August 2014, has reportedly asked its ABS to generate £400,000 over the coming five years. Buckinghamshire Law Plus saw the local authority’s legal team combine with that of Milton Keynes Fire Authority and went live in late November 2014. The new ABS was designed along the same lines as a private practice firm and its head, Anne



Davies, said that while the intention was not to compete with local high street firms, it could end up competing with firms undertaking public sector legal advice. The creation of the Buckinghamshire Law Plus raised unexpected hurdles, starting with the requirement to secure legal indemnity insurance. The new legal team also had to get up to speed with anti-bribery and money-laundering rules. Two other local authorities, Harrow and Barnet, also decided to join forces and share legal teams in response to public spending cuts. The resulting collaboration, HB Public Law, launched in midAugust. Source: The Lawyer, 17 December 2014 http://www.thelawyer.com/bucks-abs-expected-togenerate-400000-profit-for-local-authority-over-five-years/3029719.article; Law Society Gazette, 21 November 2014 http://www.lawgazette.co.uk/practice/first-council-abs-is-formallylaunched/5045280.article



EY’s ABS will offer ‘something new’ EY has become the latest of the Big Four to beef up its legal services portfolio by setting up an alternative business structure, with plans to offer corporate, commercial, employment and financial services legal advice alongside its existing services. The accountancy giant was granted an ABS licence on 1 December 2014, which, it said, would allow it to provide “integrated, multidisciplinary” legal services across England and Wales. “We aren’t competing with the business models of traditional law firms; we are offering something new,” said EY’s UK chairman Steve Varley. “By working closely with other parts of the organisation, clients will benefit from our global scale, in-depth industry knowledge as well as having a single point of contact for all of their professional service needs.” The announcement follows a series of high-profile legal hires in recent months. Philip Goodstone, who joined from Addleshaw Goddard, will head EY’s legal team. Matthew Kellett, recruited from Berwin Leighton Paisner, will lead financial services, while former Olswang employment head Daniel Aherne will lead the employment law team. The first of the Big Four to be granted an ABS licence was PwC, in January 2014, followed by KPMG, in October 2014. Deloitte has denied plans to go down the ABS route but re-entered the legal services market in June 2014 with the creation of Deloitte Legal. Source: Legal Business, 1 December 2014 http://www.legalbusiness.co.uk/index.php/lb-blogview/3286-we-are-offering-something-new-ey-latest-big-four-giant-granted-abs-licence



Solicitors and accountants have converging interests in non-contentious probate High street firms worried about accountants expanding into non-contentious probate should instead think about how this will open up greater cooperation between the two professions, according to accountant Clive Stevens.



“It would be quite wrong to see this solely as competition,” Stevens says in a comment piece for Solicitors Journal. “It is part of a flourishing merger of law and accountancy, to the benefit of both industries and their clients, in a landscape where common ground is increasingly evident between the two.” The move follows the Legal Services Board decision in August 2014 to approve the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales as a regulator for non-contentious probate services. Stevens says that accountants and solicitors have been working hand in hand for a long time and that this is unlikely to change. He argues that accountants are likely to become the first port of call for clients with straightforward legal issues because they see them every year to deal with their tax returns and general estate management matters. Solicitors, he says, would naturally continue to advise in respect of complex matters, in particular where they escalated into a dispute, and would continue to benefit from referrals from accountants. Source: Solicitors Journal, 10 November 2014 http://www.solicitorsjournal.com/privateclient/estate-planning/boiling-frog-syndrome



The partnership model is no inherent block to innovation The partnership model is often seen as a block to much-needed innovation but visionary leaders that have turned their firms around are living proof that this is not necessarily the case, according to an article in Legal Business. More of a problem are the attitude and aspirations of young partners, who, unlike previous generations, have short-term goals and are prepared to move firms more readily – which potentially affects the stability of a firm and succession planning. Fostering innovation and increasing the sense of involvement in the firm’s future can help address the issue, allowing new thinking to rise from the ground up. Already this has led to a number of firms setting up their own legal services centres, such as Lawyers On Demand (Berwin Leighton Paisner) and Peerpoint (Allen & Overy). On a further positive note, the article suggests, more than half of partners surveyed by Legal Business thought that central management played a core part in pushing change through. The greatest bar to innovation was not the partnership model as such but lack of direction and culture. That’s not to say that law firms would not consider external capital injection as a boost to innovation and growth, but, at this stage, only if it did not involve selling equity stakes. Source: Legal Business, 6 October 2014 http://www.legalbusiness.co.uk/index.php/analysis/2990the-partnership-dilemma



National firm sets up share incentive scheme Staff at Simpson Millar will be eligible for share options in the firm’s listed parent company, financial services business Fairpoint Group, following the scheme’s approval in early December (2014). A London Stock Exchange statement said that 248,764 options have been granted over ordinary



shares of 1p, with an exercise price of 123.5p. The statement also said that the scheme was introduced to “retain and incentivise key management”. Such schemes are still rare in the legal services sector but could become more common as the growth of ABSs brings about a change in business culture. In July, Australian firm Slater & Gordon, which bought Russell Jones & Walker in 2012, announced a share scheme that would result in approximately 1m shares being issued every year to staff in the UK and Australia. “Lawyers don’t tend to be early adopters and have to be persuaded this is the right thing to do,” Robert Postlethwaite, founder of specialist employee ownership firm Postlethwaite, told the Law Society Gazette. “Soon it will seem like the obvious thing to do and more firms will get used to the idea.” Source: Law Society Gazette, 19 December 2014 http://www.lawgazette.co.uk/practice/nationalfirm-offers-share-incentive-to-stay/5045727.article



Solicitor-turned-barrister sets up ‘John Lewis’ ABS A former solicitor of 30 years who requalified as a barrister has set up an alternative business structure (ABS) that he intends to run on a profit-share basis. David Hassall, previously senior partner at West Country firm Bartons and now practising from 45 Gray’s Inn Square, told Legal Futures he wanted to create a new type of practice based on the John Lewis model where all those working for the firm would share in the profits. As a barrister, Hassall has been offering direct access and, more recently, conducting litigation in a number of areas ranging from white collar crime to marine and agricultural work. His ABS – DavidHassall.com – was a response to changes in the way clients would like to access legal services, he said, and he wanted “every client to feel they have the equivalent of a personal banker. Clients will receive fee-earners’ mobile phone numbers.” Hassall is also quoted in the Law Society Gazette saying that the ABS would allow him to “fuse the two professions [solicitors and at the bar] harmoniously.” Source: Legal Futures, 5 January 2015 http://www.legalfutures.co.uk/latest-news/senior-partnerbecame-direct-access-barrister-sets-abs; Law Society Gazette, 2 January 2015 http://www.lawgazette.co.uk/practice/barrister-creates-abs-to-fuse-with-solicitors/5045773.article



Manager’s suspected dishonesty triggers ABS closure The Solicitors Regulation Authority has, for the first time, closed down an alternative business structure as a result of suspected dishonesty on the part of the firm’s head of legal practice and of



finance and administration. The regulator intervened into Sai-Donne Limited for a number of reasons including suspected dishonesty on the part of Michael John Elsdon, whose practising certificate was automatically suspended but who is understood to have challenged the intervention. The closure followed an investigation which involved the SRA having to obtain a court order to force Mr Elsdon to disclose evidence he had been asked to provide. Sai-Donne Limited was granted an ABS licence in January 2013 and, according to the SRA’s ABS register, was trading as ‘M J Elsdon’. Source: Legal Futures, 18 December 2014 http://www.legalfutures.co.uk/latest-news/sra-closes-alternative-business-structure-securing-highcourt-order



SRA consults on separate business rule Solicitors could soon be allowed to offer non-legal services under proposals by the Solicitors Regulation Authority to reshape the ‘separate business’ rule. In its consultation paper, the SRA is proposing to amend the rule in order to level the playing field between traditional law firms, ABSs and unregulated legal services providers. “All sizes of solicitor firms will benefit from having the flexibility to diversify and work across regulatory boundaries,” SRA policy director Crispin Passmore said. “This in turn will create increased competition, and ultimately that will benefit consumers.” In practice, the change would be made by adding to the list of activities that solicitors may undertake to include professional and specialist support in human resources, recruitment, systems support, outsourcing, transcription, translating and accounting. The consultation runs until 12 February 2015. Source: Legal Business, 21 November 2014 http://www.legalbusiness.co.uk/index.php/lb-blog-view/3257-flexibility-to-diversify-sra-to-reviewseparate-business-rule



Full independence for legal regulators Baroness Deech has called for legal regulators to be given full independence from both their legacy professional bodies and from the Legal Services Board, and to abolish the concept of ‘approved regulator’. Speaking at London Law Expo on 14 October 2014, the Bar Standards Board chair said “both representative and regulatory bodies would be stronger and more effective if this ‘approved regulator’ concept did not exist.” Her comments echoed the views expressed by the Solicitors Regulation Authority, who argued for complete independence from the Law Society in its response to the government’s review of legal



regulation. Baroness Deech also renewed earlier attacks against the creation of a single legal regulator, an idea originally mooted by former Legal Services Board chair David Edmonds and latterly supported by the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Thomas, and by the Supreme Court president Lord Neuberger. Source: Legal Futures, 15 October 2014 http://www.legalfutures.co.uk/latest-news/deech-calls-full-independence-legal-regulators



Defining moments: 25 years of legal history Twenty-five years ago, Coward Chance and Clifford Turner merged to become Clifford Chance, a home-grown deal that paved the way for what would become the epitome of the international English law firm. Last year, SJ Berwin merged with Australia’s King Wood and Mallesons, a global merger which also reflected the rising influence of Asia-Pacific economies. These major developments are chronicled in a panoramic article in Legal Business, tracking the defining moments of legal history in the past quarter of a century. In the commercial sector, the rise of the general counsel features in the top 10 developments, with in-house legal teams taking an increasingly wider role in legal services procurement and growing in numbers to 23,000 between 2001 and 2011 – a 137% rise. Also in the top 10, is the 2004 Clementi report, which led to the reconfiguration of the professional and regulatory framework under the supervision of the Legal Services Board, and to the creation of ABSs in the Legal Services Act. Source: Legal Business, 4 December 2014 http://www.legalbusiness.co.uk/index.php/how-was-itfor-you-the-people-and-events-that-defined-the-profession-over-25-years-of-legal-business
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